National diabetes registry of Bulgaria, endocrinology hospital \"Acad. Ivan Penchev\". The authors had no special access privileges others would not have to the data from the National diabetes regier. We also provide all tables with calculations and surrogate data as supporting files. The National diabetes registry owns the data for mortality of the diabetic population and is placed at the webpage of the Endocrinology hospital ([www.usbale.org](http://www.usbale.org)). The person for contact is Zhivko Angelov (<angelov.zhivko@gmail.com>). Mr Angelov is responsible for data provision in case of request and is a technical operator of the registry.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Diabetes is still one of the major health care concerns worldwide among the aging population-- 422 million adults were living with diabetes in 2014. Data of the World Health Organization (WHO) show that the prevalence of diabetes, especially diabetes type 2 has been steadily increasing in the past three decades, mainly in the low- and middle-income countries. Diabetes-related micro- and macro vascular complications increase the overall risk of premature death. \[[@pone.0232815.ref001]\] One and a half million deaths due to diabetes were registered in 2012, as almost half of them occurred before the age of 70 years. \[[@pone.0232815.ref002]\] Adherence to therapy and development of different disease management programmes, however, lead to better control of the risk factors, reduce diabetes-related complications and increase survival. \[[@pone.0232815.ref003]\], \[[@pone.0232815.ref004]\] In this respect, estimation of life expectancy (LE) in patients with diabetes compared to the non-diabetic population is an important tool to evaluate the impact of diabetes on the population from one side, and to assess the modifiable risk factors from other side. \[[@pone.0232815.ref003]\]. Most of the studies estimating life expectancy among patients with diabetes show that life expectancy decreases with age, and is shorter than LE among the general population \[[@pone.0232815.ref005]\], \[[@pone.0232815.ref006]\]. Additionally, an increase in the time spent in morbidity is observed (i.e. longer duration of disease). \[[@pone.0232815.ref007]\]

In Bulgaria current prevalence estimates put the number of people diagnosed with diabetes at almost 500 000 people (6.5% of the population), where the highest prevalence is seen between the ages of 60 and 74 \[[@pone.0232815.ref008]\]. The most recent estimates point that a further 2.5% are with undiagnosed diabetes mellitus. In addition the official national statistical institute (NSI) reported aggregated data per classes of diseases for mortality of the population. Leading causes of mortality for the whole population for both genders are the diseases of circulatory organs, followed by neoplasms, and disease of the endocrine system metabolic disorders (NSI, [www.nsi.bg](http://www.nsi.bg/)). For males the leading cause remains the circulatory system diseases, followed by the respiratory diseases, and then neoplasms and endocrine disorders. However, few population-based studies have been conducted to assess the dynamics and relationship between diabetes and certain risk factors like age, gender, obesity and arterial hypertension. \[[@pone.0232815.ref009], [@pone.0232815.ref010]\]

To our knowledge, this is the first study aiming to evaluate life expectancy in patients with diabetes in Bulgaria and to compare it with life expectancy of the non-diabetic population in the country. The main study questions are:

1.  What is the expected LE of the diabetic patients and that of the non-diabetic population for the period 2012--2015?

2.  Is there a statistically significant difference in the expected LE in diabetic patients and that of the non-diabetic population for the period 2012--2015?

3.  Is there a statistically significant difference in survival and mortality patterns among diabetic and non-diabetic population?

4.  Is there a gender difference in life expectancy and survival for both cohorts?

Methods {#sec006}
=======

This is a retrospective observational population-based study of individuals diagnosed with diabetes, compared to the non-diabetic population in Bulgaria for the period from 2012 to 2015.

Demographic data about the population, expected LE, mortality, average age at time of death for the non-diabetic population and for diabetic patients (International classification of diseases (ICD) codes E00-E90), all-cause mortality, and gender differences were derived from the National Statistical Institute (NSI, [www.nsi.bg](http://www.nsi.bg/)) for the period 2012--2015. Data for mortality, and gender differences among people with diabetes for the same period were obtained from the National Diabetic Register (NDR, [www.usbale.org](http://www.usbale.org/)). All people with diabetes type 1 and 2 were included, as well as separated by age groups and gender. The criteria for inclusion were diagnosis from ICD 10, belonging to codes E00-E90 confirmed in secondary care by endocrinologist.

The following statistics were done through MedCalc statistical software (MedCalc Software Ltd, Version 19.1.7)---Descriptive statistics of demographic data, expected Life-expectancy analysis, mortality analysis, as well as subgroup analysis, based on age and gender. Relative risks of death were calculated for each age group in 5 year age intervals, due to the nature of reporting by the NSI.

Average year of LE (YLE) was calculated as weighted value using the following formula: $$Average\ YLE = \left( {Sum\ of\ \left( {Age\ x\ Number\ of\ deaths} \right)} \right)/Total\ number\ of\ deaths\ for\ the\ year$$

Kaplan-Meier survival analysis for different age and gender groups was carried out.

The survival probability at given moment of a time interval was calculated with the following formula: $$Sp = (Number\ of\ the\ alive–Number\ of\ death)/Number\ of\ alive\ at\ beginning$$

For each time interval, survival probability is calculated as the number of subjects surviving divided by the number of patients at risk.

Log Rank nonparametric test was applied to calculate the absolute hazard of death in the compared groups--with diabetes and in the non-diabetic population, using the formula: $$\begin{matrix}
{LogRank = \frac{{(Number\ of\ deaths\ in\ diabetic\ patients‐expected\ deaths\ in\ diabetic\ patients)}^{2}}{\left( {expected\ number\ of\ deaths\ in\ diabetic\ patients} \right)}} \\
 + \\
\frac{\left( {number\ of\ deaths\ in\ non‐diabetic\ population‐expected\ deaths\ in\ non‐diabetic\ population} \right)^{2}}{expected\ number\ of\ deaths\ in\ the\ non‐diabetic\ population} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Statistical significance of the differences in life expectancy was tested with t-test and Chi square test, paired and independent t-tests. However, since statistics were done over the entire diabetic and non-diabetic populations, all results reached significance with small margin of error.

The risk of dying before entering the next age group was tested in both cohorts (with and without diabetes) for different age groups and genders by using the following formulas:

R1(k) = 1-S1(k) presents the risk of death for individuals with diabetes from age group k;

R2(k) = 1-S2(k) presents the risk of death for individuals without diabetes from age group k;

RR(k) = R1(k)/R2(k) presents the relative risk of death for age group k in both cohorts (with and without diabetes);

RR1(k) = R1(k-1)/R1(k) presents relative risk of death for individuals with diabetes in transition between age groups;

RR2(k) = R2(k-1)/R2(k) presents relative risk of death for individuals without diabetes in transition between age groups;

ARR(k) = R2(k)---R1(k) presents the absolute risk reduction in transition from age group k for individuals without diabetes to the same age group of individuals with diabetes;

Where: S1(k) and S2(k) is the probability of surviving of an individual in age group k with and without diabetes, respectively.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Mortality and expected life expectancy {#sec008}
--------------------------------------

For the period 2012--2015 the total population of Bulgaria decreased by 130768 people, with the mortality remaining constant at approx. 1.5% throughout the observed period. A small increase of about 0.03% can be seen in 2015, compared to 2012. Male mortality comprised a higher percentage of death cases than female in all years, but no variations were observable. Female mortality showed higher variability with 2013 having the lowest percentage share of women (46.72%) and 2015 the highest (47.33%). The relative proportion of death cases in the diabetes group as a share of the total number of death cases in the non-diabetic population increased from 13.6% to 21% in 2015 ([Table 1](#pone.0232815.t001){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, female mortality percentages were higher for diabetics. Female diabetics had higher mortality than male in all observed years; however this discrepancy can be explained by the fact that females comprise a higher share of the diabetic population. To put these proportions into context, male mortality decreased from 2012 to 2015 (with 1.42%), whereas female mortality increased by 1.42%.

10.1371/journal.pone.0232815.t001

###### Demographic data on population and mortality.

![](pone.0232815.t001){#pone.0232815.t001g}

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                 2012                      2013                      2014                     2015
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
  **General and non-diabetic population**                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                 ***N (%)***               ***N (%)***               ***N (%)***              ***N (%)***

  Total number of population (NSI)[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                         **7284552**               **7245677**               **7202198**              **7153784**

  Total recorded number of death cases in the general population (NSI) *(% of the population)*                   **107558** *(1*.*48)*     **102899** (1.42)         **107410** *(1*.*49)*    **108299** *(1*.*51)*

  Total number of male non-diabetic death cases (NSI) *(% of total deaths)*                                      **56702** *(52*.*72)*     **54827 (***53*.*28)*     **56540** *(52*.*64)*    **57040** *(52*.*68)*

  Total number of female non- diabetic death cases (NSI) *(% of total deaths)*                                   **50856** *(47*.*28)*     **48072** *(46*.*72)*     **50870** *(47*.*63)*    **51259** *(47*.*33)*

  **Diabetic population**                                                                                                                                                                     

  Total number of patients with diabetes (NDR)[^b^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} *(% of total population)*   **425262** *(5*.*83)*     **441217** *(6*.*08)*     **456165** *(6*.*33)*    **467458** *(6*.*53)*

  Patients with type 1 diabetes (NDR) *(% of total diabetic population)*                                         **28108** *(6*.*61)*      **27886**\                **27193** *(5*.*96)*     **26259** *(5*.*62)*
                                                                                                                                           *(6*.*32)*                                         

  Patients with type 2 diabetes (NDR) *(% of total diabetic population)*                                         **397154** *(93*.*39)*    **413331** *(93*.*68)*    **428972** *(94*.*04)*   **441199** *(94*.*38)*

  Total number of patients with diabetes (NDR)--male *(% of total diabetic population)*                          **190794** *(44*.*87%)*   **198434** *(44*.*97%)*   **200426** *(43*.*94)*   **206097** *(44*.*09%)*

  Total number of patients with diabetes (NDR)--female *(% of total diabetic population)*                        **234468** *(55*.*13)*    **242783** *(55*.*03)*    **255739** *(56*.*06)*   **261361** *(55*.*91)*

  Total number of deaths in the diabetes groups *(% of all death cases)*                                         **14733** *(13*.*69)*     **18823** *(18*.*29)*     **21272** *(19*.*8)*     **23097** *(21*.*26)*

  Number of deaths in type 1 diabetes group (NDR) *(% of all death cases)*                                       **1318** *(1*.*22)*       **1474** *(1*.*43)*       **1492 *(****1*.*39)*    **1456** *(1*.*34)*

  Number of deaths in type 2 diabetes group (NDR) *(% of all death cases)*                                       **13415** *(12*.*47)*     **17349** *(16*.*86)*     **19780** *(18*.*41)*    **21641** *(19*.*98)*

  Total number of deaths in the diabetes group---male *(% of all diabetes death cases)*                          **7202** *(48*.*88)*      **9120** *(48*.*45)*      **10151** (*47*.*72*)    **10961** *(47*.*46*

  Total number of deaths in the diabetes group---female *(% of all diabetes death cases)*                        **7531** *(51*.*12)*      **9703** *(52*.*55)*      **11121** *(52*.*28)*    **12136** *(52*.*54)*
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

a\) NSI---National statistical institute

b\) NDR--National diabetes registry

The expected average LE in type 2 diabetes patients, however, is higher in comparison with the LE in the non-diabetic population, while the average LE for type 1 patients is almost 4 years lower. This could be explained by the mean age of registering the type 2 diabetes patients in the registry which corresponds with the mean age of diagnosis of the diabetes type 2 population-- 65 years of age. After confirming the diagnosis by the endocrinologist, the patients become more frequently monitored compared to the non-diabetic population which allows diagnosis and treatment of diabetes-related complications, as well as shorter time to develop complications compared to type 1 diabetics. ([Table 2](#pone.0232815.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0232815.t002

###### Expected average life expectancy.

![](pone.0232815.t002){#pone.0232815.t002g}

                                         2012    2013    2014    2015
  -------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  LE non-diabetic population             74.7    74.5    74.7    74.8
  LE in the diabetes population          73.96   73.96   74.18   74.64
  LE in type 1 diabetes                  70.02   69.77   70.43   70.96
  LE in type 2 diabetes                  74.20   74.34   74.59   75.19
  LE non-diabetes population-male        71.2    71.1    71.2    71.3
  LE in type 1 diabetes--male            67.45   67.63   67.42   67.97
  LE in type 2 diabetes--male            72.48   72.30   72.59   73.22
  LE in the male diabetes population     70.91   70.89   71.16   71.50
  LE non-diabetic population-female      78.3    78.0    78.2    78.4
  LE in the female diabetes population   75.55   75.95   76.22   76.80
  LE in type 1 diabetes--female          72.96   71.92   73.55   74.06
  LE in type 2 diabetes--female          75.77   76.26   76.41   76.95

Average life expectancy in 2015 in the non-diabetic population is around 74.8 years with longer life expectancy for the female than male population (78 years vs 71) ([Table 2](#pone.0232815.t002){ref-type="table"}). Patients with Type 1 DM and with Type 2 DM are expected to have an average life of 70.96 and 75.19 years at the end of observed period. The combined diabetic life expectancy is 74.64 years---comparable to the life expectancy in the general population. Stratifying the diabetic and non-diabetic population by type of diabetes and sex provides some interesting insight into the dynamics. For the type-2 male population LE is higher than that of the non-diabetic male population, however, in the female non-diabetic population it is higher than the life expectancy for type-2 diabetic females. Despite this, type-2 diabetic women saw a steady increase in life expectancy from 75.77 years to 76.95 years, with the gap closing from 2.6 years in 2012 to 1.45 years. This is also observable in the male type-2 diabetic population--both sexes saw an increase in life expectancy, whereas the LE in the non-diabetic population remained constant. Type-1 diabetic patients have the lowest LE with the male, female and combined numbers being 67.97, 74.06, and 70.96 years in 2015, respectively. All observed differences reached statistical significance, due to the analysis being based on entire populations.

The mortality for both the diabetic and non-diabetic populations per age group is presented in [Table 3](#pone.0232815.t003){ref-type="table"}. Mortality presented as a percent, decreased or remained constant for all age groups, apart from the age 80+. Most notably for the ages 70--74 mortality decreased significantly from 16.4% (2012) to 15.7% (2015) for diabetic population, as well as for the ages 75--79 it decreased from 20.9% (2012) to 17.9%). This decrease in younger ages is compensated with increased mortality in the age group 85+ (from 12.9% in 2012 to 23.9% in 2015).

10.1371/journal.pone.0232815.t003

###### Number of death cases according to age groups in diabetic and non-diabetic population.
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  Age group   2012 Diabetics n (%)   2012 Non diabetic n (%)   2013 Diabetics n (%)   2013 Non Diabetics n (%)   2014 Diabetics n (%)   2014 Non diabetic n (%)   2015 Diabetics n (%)   2015 Non diabetics n (%)
  ----------- ---------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------
  0           0                                                                                                                                                                          
  1--4        0                      118 (*0*.*11)*            0                      115 *(0*.*11)*             0                      88 *(0*.*8)*              0                      79 *(0*.*07)*
  5--9        *0*                    *68 (0*.*06)*             0                      66 *0*.*06)*               0                      55 *(0*.*05)*             0                      69 *(0*.*06)*
  10--14      0                      76 *(0*.*07)*             0                      66 *(0*.*06)*              0                      62 *(0*.*06)*             0                      59 *(0*.*05)*
  15--19      2 *(0*.*01)*           170 *(0*.*16)*            *0*                    *138 (0*.*13)*             0                      150 *(0*.*14)*            4 *(0*.*02)*           150 *(0*.*14)*
  20--24      3 *0*.*02)*            282 *(0*.*26)*            4 *(0*.*02)*           302 *(0*.*29)*             7 *(0*.*03)*           263 *0*.*24)*             4 *(0*.*02%)*          240 *(0*.*22)*
  25--29      6 *(0*.*04)*           332 *0*.*31)*             9 *(0*.*05)*           334 *(0*.*32)*             3 *(0*.*01)*           321 *(0*.*3)*             13 *(0*.*06)*          350 *(0*.*32)*
  30--34      12 *(0*.*08)*          492 *(0*.*48)*            24 *(0*.*13)*          508 *(0*.*49)*             20 *(0*.*09)*          517 *(0*.*48)*            18 *(0*.*08)*          502 *(0*.*46)*
  35--39      40 *(0*.*27)*          822 *(0*.*76)*            40 *(0*.*21)*          769 *(0*.*75)*             43 *(0*.*02)*          *890 (0*.*83)*            46 *(0*.*19)*          766 *(0*.*71)*
  40--44      75 *(0*.*51)*          1288 *(1*.*2)*            106 *(0*.*56)*         1323 *(1*.*29)*            103 *(0*.*48)*         1349 *(1*.*26)*           79 *(0*.*34)*          1308 *(1*.*21)*
  45--49      144 *(0*.*98)*         2005 *(1*.*86)*           177 *(0*.*94)*         2058 *(2*.*0)*             199 *(0*.*94)*         2091 *(1*.*95)*           223 *(0*.*97)*         2166 *(2*.*0)*
  50--54      325 *(2*.*21)*         3686 *(3*.*43)*           435 *(2*.*31)*         3463 *(3*.*37)*            493 *(2*.*32)*         3748 *(3*.*49)*           430 *(1*.*86)*         3456 *(3*.*19)*
  55--59      665 *(4*.*5)*          5669 *(5*.*3*)            902 *(4*.*8)*          5519 *(5*.*36)*            1010 *(4*.*75)*        5630 *(5*.*24)*           927 *(4*.*01)*         5506 *(5*.*08)*
  60--64      1339 *(9*.*09)*        8479 *(7*.*9)*            1588 *(8*.*4)*         7962 *(7*.*74)*            1795 *(8*.*4)*         8389 *(7*.*8)*            1861 *(8*.*06)*        8100 *(7*.*48)*
  65--69      1920 *(13*.*03)*       10044 *(9*.*34)*          2561 *(13*.*6)*        10215 *(9*.*93)*           2845 *(13*.*4)*        10822 *(10*.*1)*          2971 *(12*.*9)*        11145 *(10*.*3)*
  70--74      2412 *(16*.*4)*        12116 *(11*.*3)*          2903 *(15*.*4)*        11338 *(11*.*02)*          3228 *(15*.*2)*        11760 *(10*.*9)*          3635 *(15*.*7)*        12236 *(11*.*3)*
  75--79      3079 *(20*.*9)*        17806 *(16*.*6)*          3751 *(19*.*9)*        16381 *(15*.*9)*           3909 *(18*.*4)*        16051 *(14*.*9)*          4154 *(17*.*9)*        15230 *(14*.*06)*
  80--84      2801 *(19*.*02)*       20066 *(18*.*7%)*         3660 *(19*.*4)*        19081 *(18*.*6)*           4263 *(20*.*04)*       20204 *(18*.*8)*          4625 *(17*.*8)*        20668 *(19*.*08)*
  85+         1910 *(12*.*9)*        23503 *(21*.*9)*          2663 *(14*.*2)*        22733 *(22*.*1)*           3354 *(15*.*8)*        24443 *(22*.*8)*          4107 *(17*.*8)*        25835 *(23*.*9)*
  Total       14733                  107558                    18823                  102899                     21272                  107410                    23097                  108299

For the diabetes population, male mortality dominates up to the age of 75, whereas for the non-diabetic population, male mortality is higher up to the age of 80+, beyond which respective ages female mortality overtakes male, indicating longer life span for women ([Table 4](#pone.0232815.t004){ref-type="table"}). [Fig 1](#pone.0232815.g001){ref-type="fig"} presents the tendencies in mortality for the entire observed period for both the non-diabetic and diabetic population, as well as individually for men and women. As expected, for the non-diabetic population, as age progresses so do the number of deaths recorded each year, showing a clear growing trend. The trend for the diabetic population shows an initial growth up to a certain age, after which the number of recorded deaths drops and a reduction in mortality is observed. What is interesting is that for 2012 that highest mortality numbers occurred in the age group 75--79, whereas for 2015 the highest number of deaths occurred for the ages 80--84. In 2012 the highest recorded number of deaths was 3079 between the ages of 75 and 79, and for 2015, 4623 diabetic patients died between the ages of 80 to 84 years, with a subsequent drop in mortality for the next age group ([Table 3](#pone.0232815.t003){ref-type="table"}).

![Total mortality for all years in the observed period in the non-diabetic and diabetic population.](pone.0232815.g001){#pone.0232815.g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0232815.t004

###### Distribution of deaths, according to age and gender in diabetic and non-diabetic populations.
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  Age group   2012 People with diabetes   2012 Non-diabetic population   2013 People with diabetes   2013 Non-diabetic population   2014 People with diabetes   2014 Non-diabetic population   2015 People with diabetes   2015 Non-diabetic population                                                           
  ----------- --------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------- ------------------------------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  0           0                           0                              327                         209                            0                           0                              283                         206                            0       0       284     233     0       0       245     189
  1--4        0                           0                              65                          53                             0                           0                              70                          45                             0       0       46      42      0       0       39      40
  5--9        0                           0                              36                          32                             0                           0                              39                          26                             0       0       30      25      0       0       47      22
  10--14      0                           0                              52                          24                             0                           0                              41                          25                             0       0       41      21      0       0       35      24
  15--19      1                           1                              123                         46                             0                           0                              96                          42                             0       0       18      132     2       2       104     44
  20--24      3                           0                              218                         64                             1                           3                              231                         68                             5       2       186     75      1       2       170     67
  25--29      5                           1                              250                         81                             4                           5                              238                         91                             3       0       222     99      10      2       257     90
  30--34      8                           4                              352                         136                            15                          9                              368                         131                            14      6       366     145     12      6       364     132
  35--39      26                          14                             541                         267                            19                          21                             528                         220                            29      14      648     228     32      18      523     229
  40--44      54                          21                             901                         366                            80                          26                             893                         404                            70      33      875     441     59      17      877     411
  45--49      105                         39                             1393                        573                            124                         53                             1475                        530                            150     49      1500    542     148     74      1499    592
  50--54      218                         107                            2654                        925                            296                         139                            2466                        858                            328     165     2594    989     276     154     2484    818
  55--59      455                         210                            4093                        1366                           597                         305                            3949                        1265                           644     366     4008    1256    594     331     3849    1324
  60--64      808                         531                            5882                        2066                           966                         622                            5669                        1671                           1099    696     5794    1899    1120    729     5666    1693
  65--69      1046                        874                            6536                        2634                           1445                        1116                           6779                        2320                           1611    1234    7222    2426    1705    1250    7379    2500
  70--74      1237                        1175                           7030                        3911                           1483                        1420                           6742                        3176                           1574    1654    6850    3256    1864    1766    7268    3197
  75--79      1333                        1746                           8906                        7154                           1701                        2050                           8363                        5968                           1755    2154    8134    5763    1871    2280    7773    5174
  80--84      1155                        1646                           8779                        9641                           1440                        2220                           8266                        8595                           1647    2616    8791    8797    1801    2822    8986    8858
  85 +        748                         1162                           8564                        13777                          949                         1714                           8331                        12728                          1222    2132    8931    13380   1466    2683    9475    13719
  **Total**   7202                        7531                           56702                       43325                          9120                        9703                           54827                       38369                          10151   11121   56540   39749   10961   12136   57040   39123

This drop in mortality for the diabetic population can be observed in both males and females for each year, showing a clear trend ([Fig 2](#pone.0232815.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mortality trends for each observed year in **A)** All Diabetic Male, **B)** All Diabetic Female, **C)** All Non-Diabetic Male, **D)** All Non-Diabetic Female.](pone.0232815.g002){#pone.0232815.g002}

The data from the National diabetes register indicates that for diabetic women, life expectancy is increasing each consecutive year. The highest number of deaths recorded in 2012 for both diabetic men and women were between the ages of 75 and 79, with 1333, and 1746 people dying in that age group, respectively. By 2015, however, the highest point of female mortality was in the age group 80--84 with 2822 recorded cases. Men saw no change in status, with 1864 dying between the ages of 70--74 and 1871 between the ages of 75--79. What this data indicates is that women have a higher probability of reaching ages 80+ than men and suggest that life expectancy for diabetic women is increasing.

Survival analysis {#sec009}
-----------------

Throughout most of their lives, diabetic patients have a higher probability of surviving to the next age group than the non-diabetic population. This is mainly due to the high infant, child and adolescent mortality observed in the non-diabetic population. Nonetheless, there is a clear tendency of decreasing survival rates for diabetic patients: Up to the age of 70 male diabetics consistently has higher probability of surviving to the next age group ([Table 5](#pone.0232815.t005){ref-type="table"}). For diabetic women this is true up to the age of 65. The observed discrepancy in survival probabilities can be attributed to the high male mortality in the non-diabetic population. As shown in [Table 2](#pone.0232815.t002){ref-type="table"}, women are expected on average to live 7.1 more years. The Kaplan-Meier survival curves clearly illustrate these differences ([Fig 3](#pone.0232815.g003){ref-type="fig"}). When comparing the non-diabetic to the entire diabetic population, despite being closely matched, diabetics have a slightly higher survival probability than non-diabetics up to the age of 70. Diabetic survival probability decreases between the ages of 65--69, and is equalized at age 70, before going lower. The same is observed when analyzing only the male populations, however, for women survival probability begins decreasing between the ages of 60--64, equalizing at 65 years of age, and subsequently falling well below the survival probability in the non-diabetic female population.

![Kaplan-Meier survival curves for **A)** The entire diabetic and non-diabetic population, **B)** The entire Male diabetic and non-diabetic population, and **C)** the entire female diabetic and non-diabetic population.](pone.0232815.g003){#pone.0232815.g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0232815.t005

###### Difference between the probabilities for survival.
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  ---------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Age groups**   **Difference between the probabilities for survival in diabetic and nondiabetic population (S1-S2)-all**   **Dominant zones for survival in diabetic and nondiabetic population (S1 and S2) --all**   **Difference between the probabilities for survival in diabetic and nondiabetic population (S1-S2) male**   **Dominant zones for survival in diabetic and nondiabetic population (S1 and S2)-male**   **Difference between the probabilities for survival in diabetic and nondiabetic population (S1-S2)---female**   **Dominant zones for survival in diabetic and nondiabetic population (S1 and S2)---female**
  0                0,005674                                                                                                                                                                                              0,006069                                                                                                                                                                                              0,00521                                                                                                         
  1--4             0,006823                                                                                                   0,007241                                                                                   0,00633                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  5--9             0,007561                                                                                                   0,008051                                                                                   0,00699                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  10--14           0,008316                                                                                                   0,008952                                                                                   0,00757                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  15--19           0,009968                                                                                                   0,010672                                                                                   0,00914                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  20--24           0,012806                                                                                                   S1\>S2;                                                                                    0,014641                                                                                                    S1\>S2;                                                                                   0,01068                                                                                                         S1\>S2;
  25--29           0,016159                                                                                                   HR 87;                                                                                     0,019089                                                                                                    HR^c^82;                                                                                  0,01273                                                                                                         HR^c^ 77;
  30--34           0,020795                                                                                                   p = 0,000                                                                                  0,025245                                                                                                    p = 0,000                                                                                 0,0155                                                                                                          p = 0,000
  35--39           0,027464                                                                                                   0,033784                                                                                   0,01972                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  40--44           0,036891                                                                                                   0,044251                                                                                   0,02743                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  45--49           0,049114                                                                                                   0,058627                                                                                   0,03605                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  50--54           0,0639                                                                                                     0,077142                                                                                   0,04446                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  55--59           0,072976                                                                                                   0,088482                                                                                   0,04698                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  60--64           0,064155                                                                                                   0,083149                                                                                   0,02895                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  65--69           0,023874                                                                                                   0,045827                                                                                   -0,02001                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  70--74           -0,03112                                                                                                   S1\<S2;                                                                                    -0,00288                                                                                                    S1\<S2;                                                                                   -0,08423                                                                                                        S1\<S2
  75--79           -0,07701                                                                                                   HR 127;                                                                                    -0,03951                                                                                                    HR 120;                                                                                   -0,13765                                                                                                        HR 137;
  80--84           -0,08827                                                                                                   p\<0,0001                                                                                  -0,04759                                                                                                    p\<0,0001                                                                                 -0,1439                                                                                                         p\<0,0001 
  85 +             0                                                                                                                                                                                                     0                                                                                                                                                                                                     0                                                                                                               
  ---------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

S1 --probability for survival in diabetic patients

S2---probability for survival in the general population

HR--hazard ratio (%)

The log-rank test ([Table 6](#pone.0232815.t006){ref-type="table"}) showed an overall 12% higher hazard of death in diabetics than the non-diabetic population. Interestingly male diabetics only have a 2% higher hazard, while female diabetics have a 26% higher risk. All observed differences were statistically significant with p values \< 0.001.

10.1371/journal.pone.0232815.t006

###### Results from logrank test comparing survival data and death risks in diabetic and non-diabetic population.

![](pone.0232815.t006){#pone.0232815.t006g}

  Log-rank test result                    
  ---------------------- -------- ------- ---------
  Log--Rank              539,47   11,26   1755,30
  Degree of Freedom      1        1       1
  P-value                0,000    0,001   0,000
  Hazard Ratio (%)       112      102     126

Relative risk of death {#sec010}
----------------------

Age adjusted risks of death show meaningful changes after the age of 60 for the diabetic population, coinciding with the age of diagnosis. For the age group 60--64 the risk of death in the diabetic population is 0.09228 vs. 0.08981 for the non diabetic population. The relative risks are 197% for diabetics and 147% for non-diabetics for the same age group and an absolute risk reduction of -0.25%. As potential comorbidities and diabetes complications develop, the risk for the diabetic population increases, with the highest being 0.56 for the age group 80--84 vs 0.43 for the non-diabetic population in the same age group. This translates to an absolute risk reduction of -12.7%. At ages 80--84 the total relative risk (RR) of death is 129%, 159% for diabetics and 171% for non-diabetic. Subgroup analysis by sex shows women consistently have a higher risk of death (with one outlier) with a maximum of 2.68 (268%) in the age group 30--34. This risk is similar to that of ages 50--54, where the risk in diabetic women is 264%. The highest calculated relative risk was for diabetic men ages 20--24 where analysis showed a 3 times higher risk of death (333%) ([Table 7](#pone.0232815.t007){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0232815.t007

###### Risks for death in the diabetes and non-diabetic group.

![](pone.0232815.t007){#pone.0232815.t007g}

           Risks for death in the diabetic and non-diabetic group   Risks for death in the male diabetic and non-diabetic   Risks for death in female diabetes and non-diabetic                                                                                                            
  -------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ------- --------- --------- ----- ----- ----- ------- ---------- --------- ----- ----- ----- --------
           0                                                        0                                                                                                                         0,00    0         0                           0,00    0          0                           0,00
  0        0                                                        0,00568                                                 0                                                     \-    \-    0,57    0         0,00616   0     \-    \-    0,62    0          0,00521   0     \-    \-    0,52
  1--4     0                                                        0,00116                                                 0                                                     \-    20    0,12    0         0,00118   0     \-    19    0,12    0          0,00113   0     \-    22    0,11
  5--9     0                                                        0,00074                                                 0                                                     \-    64    0,07    0         0,00082   0     \-    70    0,08    0          0,00066   0     \-    58    0,07
  10--14   0                                                        0,00079                                                 0                                                     \-    106   0,08    0         0,00097   0     \-    118   0,10    0          0,00059   0     \-    90    0,06
  15--19   0,00008                                                  0,00174                                                 4                                                     \-    221   0,17    0,00008   0,00233   3     \-    240   0,23    7,41E-05   0,00166   4     \-    281   0,16
  20--24   0,00023                                                  0,00310                                                 7                                                     300   178   0,29    0,00027   0,00433   6     333   186   0,41    0,00017    0,00172   10    233   104   0,15
  25--29   0,00039                                                  0,00380                                                 10                                                    172   123   0,34    0,00059   0,00513   11    220   118   0,45    0,00020    0,00227   9     114   132   0,21
  30--34   0,00095                                                  0,00568                                                 17                                                    239   149   0,47    0,00131   0,00768   17    223   150   0,64    0,00062    0,00343   18    313   151   0,28
  35--39   0,00217                                                  0,00904                                                 24                                                    229   159   0,69    0,00284   0,01175   24    217   153   0,89    0,00166    0,00598   28    268   174   0,43
  40--44   0,00468                                                  0,01454                                                 32                                                    215   161   0,99    0,00706   0,01828   39    249   155   1,12    0,00240    0,01033   23    145   173   0,79
  45--49   0,00962                                                  0,02279                                                 42                                                    206   157   1,32    0,01425   0,03036   47    202   166   1,61    0,00534    0,01440   37    222   139   0,91
  50--54   0,02199                                                  0,03900                                                 56                                                    229   171   1,70    0,03067   0,05307   58    215   175   2,24    0,01411    0,02345   60    264   163   0,93
  55--59   0,04682                                                  0,06028                                                 78                                                    213   155   1,35    0,06481   0,08383   77    211   158   1,90    0,03068    0,03485   88    218   149   0,42
  60--64   0,09228                                                  0,08981                                                 103                                                   197   149   -0,25   0,12083   0,12752   95    186   152   0,67    0,06733    0,05079   133   219   146   -1,65
  65--69   0,15903                                                  0,11980                                                 133                                                   172   133   -3,9    0,19988   0,16949   118   165   133   -3,04   0,12527    0,07213   174   186   142   -5,31
  70--74   0,22364                                                  0,15007                                                 149                                                   141   125   -7,4    0,26491   0,20048   132   133   118   -6,44   0,19254    0,10654   181   154   148   -8,60
  75--79   0,35228                                                  0,25317                                                 139                                                   158   169   -9,9    0,38975   0,30596   127   147   153   -8,38   0,32626    0,21187   154   169   199   -11,44
  80--84   0,56053                                                  0,43347                                                 129                                                   159   171   -12,7   0,57950   0,48040   121   149   157   -9,91   0,54746    0,40104   137   168   189   -14,64
  85 +     1                                                        1                                                       100                                                   178   231   0,00    1         1         100   173   208   0.00    1          1         100   183   249   0,00

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

The current study, using data from the National Diabetes Registry in Bulgaria, found that diabetic patients have equal, and in some cases- higher, average life expectancy in comparison to the general population. However, our findings demonstrated that type 1 diabetic patients had an estimated life expectancy (LE) loss of approximately 3 years. These results could probably be explained by the early type 1 diabetes diagnosis, earlier onset, and earlier development of micro and macro vascular complications in this group of patients in comparison with type 2 diabetes. The results reflect the actual life expectancy and the death rate among the diagnosed with diabetes and non-diabetic Bulgarian population.

The dynamics of the disease, survival and life-expectancy, however seem to be more complicated. Our analysis found that diabetic men can be expected to live 0.2 years longer than men in the non-diabetic population, while diabetic women have a 1.6 years lower life expectancy than the non-diabetic female population in 2015. Moreover, our analysis showed that life expectancy in the male non-diabetic population is significantly lower than that of the female population with a difference of 7.1 years in favor of women, thus making non-diabetic men have the same life expectancy as diabetic men. Historically men have had a shorter life span than women, as confirmed by the 2019 World Health Organization's life expectancy report which can be attributed to the fact that men are more likely to be engaged in unhealthy behaviors such as smoking \[[@pone.0232815.ref011], [@pone.0232815.ref012]\], and alcohol consumption \[[@pone.0232815.ref013]\], as well as have probably riskier occupations with the Bureau of Labor statistics in the USA documenting a 12 times higher risk of fatal workplace injuries in men \[[@pone.0232815.ref014]\]. However, the differences in our findings could also be attributed by the disparity in the ratio of male to female diabetic patients. Contrary to reports by the International Diabetes Federation \[IDF\] and World Diabetes Foundation, where the prevalence of diabetes is higher in men, our study revealed a larger percentage share of women being afflicted by the disease \[[@pone.0232815.ref015]\].

Survival probabilities for diabetics are higher among those in the age group up to 65 years and equalizes to that of the non-diabetic population around the age of 70. In the group over 70 years of age the LE is higher in the non-diabetic population. The observed decline in survival probability could be explained by the age of diagnosis of type-2 diabetes. However, our analysis did show a gradual increase in life expectancy and reduction in mortality, particularly for the female diabetic population for the period 2012--2015. Similarly, Muschik et al.(2017) concluded that the life expectancy among diabetics in Lower Saxony, Germany had been increasing for the period 2005--2014, but the paper has not made any comparative analysis of diabetic patients with general population \[[@pone.0232815.ref007]\]. Logically, diabetes-related mortality rates rise as the age of patients progresses, which have been demonstrated in previous studies \[[@pone.0232815.ref004]\]. The mean age of diagnosis and life expectancy for the general population should be noted. In our study type-2 patients were diagnosed around the age of 65 making additional years of life expected equal to 9.64. In 1985 Krolewski et al. reported that nephropathy took approximately 10 years to develop in patients with type-2 DM, while the 10-year post trial follow up of UKPDS reported a relative risk reduction in myocardial infarction rates, indicating that intensive therapy may play a benefit in improved cardiovascular outcomes \[[@pone.0232815.ref016], [@pone.0232815.ref017]\]. Our results support the hypothesis that good glucose control can positively affect life expectancy and our data is rooted in real-world practice. In our study mortality rates among diabetic patients over 70 years of age showed a decrease, with a corresponding increase in LE, most notably in type-2 diabetics, where in 2015 the average life expectancy had increased by almost a year to 75.1s years. Comorbidities and complications do play a role, however, and the log rank test revealed an overall 12% greater hazard of dying in diabetics, which is statistically significant (p\<0.0001). Opposite results are observed among patients up to the ages of 70, where the constructed life tables and differences in survival probabilities showed a hazard ratio of 0.87 (87%), meaning that diabetics do not have a higher risk than the non-diabetic population (p\<0.0001). A Canadian study showed that life expectancy among diabetic patients decreases with advancement of age, similar to our results. Moreover, the loss in LE at birth for women diagnosed with diabetes in the Canadian study was 10.1 years, with the loss of LE at age 80 being 2.6 years. We did, however, confirm that females in the non-diabetic population tend to live longer lives, although we did not analyze health-adjusted life-expectancy (HALE) \[[@pone.0232815.ref018]\]. Our study uses real-world data from two comprehensive national databases, stratifying them by age, type of diabetes and sex, which have been identified as potential confounders and revealed a striking similarity in life-expectancies, well below the 10-year gap documented, with a tendency of decreasing mortality and increasing life.

We established significant differences \[[@pone.0232815.ref019]\] when comparing our results to findings of a similar study aiming to reveal current life expectancy in people with and without type 1 diabetes in Scotland. In that study conducted among a national population with type 1 diabetes, a significant loss of life was established-- 11,1 years which is nearly 4 times higher in comparison to our observed values-- 3.68 years loss of life for type-1 diabetics. The study also documented a wide gap in survival, where 76% of men and 83% of women in the non-diabetic population survived to age 70 in comparison to 47% and 55% with type 1 diabetes, respectively. In our analyzed populations, for every year in the observed period, the majority of deaths occurred after the age of 70, whereas between 22.6 and 28.5% of the deaths occurred before the age of 60. The differences could be explained by the different time periods of both studies: the Scottish study is based on local data collected between 2008 and 2010, whereas our study included the time horizon during 2012--2015. Taking into account the progress of treatment approaches and improved medical care, or glucose delivery devices, we would expect the life expectancy in this group of patients to increase \[[@pone.0232815.ref020]\]. This is supported, in part, by another study we conducted, evaluating disease control, where the percentage of patients achieving glycosylated hemoglobin levels of under 7 increased from 24.6% in 2012 to 32.44% in 2016 \[[@pone.0232815.ref022]\]. In Australia, patients with diabetes also achieved a high life expectancy of 80.2 years, which however, was still 3.2 years lower than that of the general population \[[@pone.0232815.ref021]\]. Our findings need to be put in context for Bulgaria, since the LE in the general population is well below the expected one in developed countries-- 74.8 (as of 2015) years, and the average age of diabetes patients is 65. Typically, diagnosis occurs at this age and within the next couple of years patients start to develop complications thereby increasing the risk of death. This is reflected in the data, where the survival probability between the non-diabetic and diabetic population is equalized at the age of 70--74 and subsequently rises higher for the diabetics. The fact that diabetes prevalence was higher in women might also play a role, however, we cannot comment on why this prevalence is different from other reported ones. A normal life expectancy in a cohort of type 2 diabetes patients was determined in the Netherlands when a comparison with the general population was performed for the period 2001--2007 which is very similar to our results. In contrast to our study, it also analyzed comorbidities as confounders such as history of cardiovascular disease and albuminuria. Ensuring an adequate control over environmental factors and a complex medical care for diabetes patients could bring a normal life to them, and diminish the risk of decreased LE. \[[@pone.0232815.ref020]\]. Due to the specificity of Bulgarian death certificates, where comorbidities are not always listed, we could not perform any comorbidity adjusted analyses. The latter also concerns and the information published by the National Statistical Institute.

What further contributes to the hypothesis that care on a national level has improved is the Body Mass Index of diabetic patients. Two epidemiologic studies, whose results were published 2015 found that in 2006 44.2% of patients had a BMI ≥ 30, while in 2012 that percentage was 51% \[[@pone.0232815.ref009]\], whereas analysis of the diabetes register, published in 2019 reveals that in 2017 this percentage was 36.44% \[[@pone.0232815.ref022]\]

Limitations of our study include lack of analysis of the influence of various factors such as cardiovascular diseases, tobacco consumption, levels of glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA~1c~), duration of diabetes, body mass index and most importantly, the presence of comorbidities on the LE and mortality rates among diabetic patients in Bulgaria. Although such comparisons and detailed factor analyses, which are performed in a number of other studies,\[[@pone.0232815.ref023], [@pone.0232815.ref024], [@pone.0232815.ref025], [@pone.0232815.ref026]\]could provide important information about the individual prognosis and health gains that could be achieved if some risk factors are eliminated or reduced, as well as eliminate the selection bias present in our cohorts, it was far beyond our ability to conduct them, based on currently available data. We have made an attempt to segregate the diabetic and nondiabetic populations as well as stratify them by sex and age, and recognize that there might be the problem of selection bias emanating from the lack of co-morbidity information. But as was clarified---our primary goal was to analyze the mortality data as they appear in the official statistical reports for both cohorts. Underlying factor analysis goes far beyond this primary goal. Despite these shortcomings, data from the diabetes register clearly show an increase in the life expectancy of diabetics, which outpaces the growth in life expectancy in the non-diabetic population, reported by the national statistical institute. We also recognize that the leading role of cardiovascular, pulmonary and oncology diseases might be substantially high for a patient with a comorbidity history of having diabetes but by separating both cohorts of diabetics and non-diabetics we are trying to give more light on the mortality due to diabetes as a primary factor. As was pointed out in the introduction, the leading three causes of death according to NSI are "diseases of the circulatory organs and system", followed by "neoplasms" and "endocrine system and metabolic disorders". NSI data also show that "endocrine system" mortality lags behind mortality due to "neoplasms" up until the age of 75, after which it becomes the 2^nd^ leading cause of death for the country. Unfortunately the NSI shows aggregate data, which does not provide an opportunity for more detailed stratification and analysis which we tried to do in our study.

A further limitation is the lack of data on patients with undiagnosed diabetes. By some estimates, there are approximately 2.5 percent of diabetic cases in Bulgaria which are undiagnosed--a fact that might further complicate the segregation. Perhaps a higher percentage of men remain with undiagnosed Diabetes Mellitus, hence the low prevalence in this population, which would put them in the non-diabetic population for the analysis, introducing a potential source of bias. If international data is also relevant in Bulgaria, a further 10% of the male population could have diabetes.

There are, however, certain studies that address the role of certain risk factors in diabetes control. The study by Borissova et al. reported that hypertension was present in 80.5% of the studied population \[[@pone.0232815.ref009], [@pone.0232815.ref010]\]. We can, therefore, suspect that a major driver in mortality would be cardiovascular (CV) events, associated with both diabetes and hypertension. This is indicated in the percentage of costs that the NHIF has paid for CV events-- 26% for Heart Failure, 12% for Myocardial Infarction, and 10% for stroke. \[[@pone.0232815.ref027]\]. Cardiovascular events are also prevalent in the general population. A study in 2008 reported that for the ages between 45--64, 48.7% were at a high risk and a further 10.1% were at an excessive high risk of developing a CV event, measured via the European Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation (SCORE, HeartScore®). Furthermore, the study reported that in men aged 64 and over, the prevalence of excessive risk was 46.6% \[[@pone.0232815.ref028]\], clearly indicating that CV mortality plays a role in the short Life Expectancy for the general population. In 2017 the National Statistical Institute reported that 65% of all deaths are due to a cardiovascular event, unfortunately the death certificates only mention the cause of death, without indicating if any underlying disease is present.

Therefore, the analytical exercise carried on in this paper is highly contaminated by the presence of selection bias, but, as was mentioned, further detailed studies are needed to deeper analyze the underlying factors and this study addresses an acute problem, which we hope would start a discussion around these issues. It still stands to reason that both for type 1 and type 2 diabetes, female life expectancy is increasing, and the data clearly show that this is in contrast to the stagnant LE in the female non-diabetic population. The question then should focus on what are the reasons for this, which is a topic for further analysis, and further data collection.

The current study raises questions regarding the way mortality is documented in Bulgaria. There is a lack of data in death records about death due to chronic or acute diabetes complications (or lack of data for comorbidity). A need for more strict documentation of the patients with diabetes is highlighted. Only then precise further analyses for assessing the influence of different variables on the LE could be performed.

Conclusion {#sec012}
==========

Patients with type 2 DM have a longer life-expectancy than patients with type-1 DM and overall Diabetes life expectancy equals that of the non-diabetic population, which could suggest improved disease control and its associated complications in Bulgaria. Male diabetics show slightly longer life expectancy than their counterparts in the non-diabetic population, but a marginal gain of 0.6 years for the entire observed period. Life expectancy in diabetic women increased by 1.3 years, which was not observed in the non-diabetic population. Prevalence of diabetes was higher for women. Improved diabetes control may explain this gain in life; however other studies are needed to confirm this.
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